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It is a sapient idea for you to supernaturally breathe as nobody
special in the immense distances of space for the sake of your
spiritual consummation expected in the future.
Toshiyuki Namai

It is undoubtedly true that no one can control his/her destiny at all. It means the
destination imagining in your heart is bound to be controlled by yourself provisionally.
No one pushes you to go (advance) anywhere against your will. Surely, you have a clear
right to decide anything you need at your discretion.
Usually, most of the people zealously wish to possess what they daily need in order to
reasonably live materially. Accordingly, when it is necessary for them to possess some
material things, there is nothing wrong in doing so according to their necessity. Because
they need to live reasonably here in this material society.
This time, I’d like you to especially think of some important aspects regarding the
matter (concept), “possession.”
Quintessentially, material possession (what you materially possess more than you just
need) critically dulls “sensibility” of human beings. In other words, excessive possession
of money dulls common sense, moral standard and the value of the things human beings
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basically should have in the society built.
Now, I’d like to ask you a question. Have you ever thought about the following matter? If
you consummately have a lot of material things, you don’t have any freedom spiritually
yourself at all. Because you unfortunately limit your action for purpose of protecting
those things you materially have in this unclean material world stereotypically
poisoned.
On the other hand, if you don’t have anything materially, you don’t have to limit your
action. Because there is nothing you have to protect materially. It means you can do
anything you like every day.
Eventually, no possession can be treated as “real possession.” Through studying this
reading material, you are cerebrally guided to know that you need to be cultured
enough to recognize and understand this spiritual stage introduced. I really hope that
you are “a prehensile individual” regarding this spiritual stage introduced which is
necessary for you to dramatically improve the quality of your spirit by inches for your
intellectual sake now and in the future.
You are privileged to feel that “no possession is amazingly romantic.” I positively
emphasize that to realize the gorgeousness of no possession radiantly guides you to
grasp the wonderfulness and romance of the immense distances of space. It is a sapient
idea for you all to supernaturally breathe as nobody special in the immense distances of
space for the sake of your spiritual consummation in the future together with me. You
will

know

your

righteous

direction

gradually

through

breathing

with

me

supernaturally.
It goes without saying that you really don’t have to plebeianize your ideal in vain. What
you absolutely need is that you must make sense to breathe as nobody special here in
cosmic space. Doing so teaches you to live better as one of human beings dwelling here
on earth.
You are rationally guided to find the righteous direction for you to be a genuine rational
existent standing upon this planet in the future in the process to receive the lessons
here in this Ginza Sanctuary.
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No one wishes to go to the iniquitous direction here in this Ginza sanctuary. Likewise,
no one wishes to waste time limited here. Constructively, I’d like to tell you that there is
no second to waste for the rest of your life given.
Civilization marches on silently. I’d like you to continue studying various matters in the
lessons rationally given. You have your life once. Everything regarding the quality of life
absolutely hinges upon how you live rationally every day.
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